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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The CSI Companies Makes 2013 BEST OF STAFFING™ LIST
CSI Healthcare IT, CSI Professional and CSI Tech Divisions recognized for Client
and Contractor Customer Service scores more than double the industry average.
JACKSONVILLE, FL (February 11, 2013) – The CSI Companies www.thecsicompanies.com announced
today it has been named to Inavero’s 2013 Best of Staffing™ list. Presented in partnership with
CareerBuilder, the fourth annual Best of Staffing lists provide the only statistically valid, objective,
service quality benchmarks in the industry and reveal which staffing agencies are delivering
exceptional service to their clients and the permanent and temporary employees for whom they
find jobs. This year’s list identifies CSI as one of the best staffing agencies for companies and job
candidates to call when they are in need.
Less than one percent of all staffing agencies in North America receive the Best of Staffing award for
service excellence.
Utilizing the Net Promoter® methodology, the 2013 Best of Staffing winners achieved satisfaction
scores more than double the industry average. This stark contrast in scores is a clear indication that
the firms who have earned their way onto the 2013 Best of Staffing lists truly stand out for their
service quality.
70% of CSI’s permanent and temporary employees gave CSI
a rating of 9 or 10 out of 10 (staffing industry average is 48%)
67% of CSI’s clients gave CSI a rating of 9 or 10 out of 10. (
staffing industry average is 39%)

About The Best of Staffing Award
Best of Staffing www.bestofstaffing.com is the nation’s only award that recognizes staffing agencies
that receive remarkable reviews from their clients and the people they help find jobs. The Best
of Staffing winner lists are a central place that businesses and talent go to find the best staffing
agencies to call when they are in need.

About The CSI Companies
The CSI Companies was founded in 1994 and is headquartered in Jacksonville, FL with eight offices throughout
the nation and a nationwide network of recruiters. The company consists of three distinct divisions: CSI
Professional (administrative, financial services), CSI Tech (technical staffing support) and CSI Healthcare IT
(healthcare application solutions for health information systems). CSI is a partner with RECRUIT, the 4th largest
staffing company in the world. Learn more about our services at www.thecsicompanies.com.

